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Miniature photoconducting capacitor array as a source
for tunable THz radiation

D. Hashimshonya) and A. Zigler
Racah Institute of Physics, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904, Israel

K. Papadopoulos
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 and Advanced Power Inc., Washington, DC

~Received 31 August 1999; accepted for publication 8 February 2000!

The prospects of a miniature photoconducting capacitor array as a source for THz radiation are
discussed. The device consists of an alternately biased capacitor array built on a semiconductor
substrate and illuminated by a short laser pulse. The laser pulse creates a propagating plasma front
inside the crystal volume by side illumination, and triggers the discharging of the capacitor by
shorting out the photoconducting material between each capacitor plate. The sequential discharge of
the capacitor array inside the expending plasma region can be considered as an interaction between
a static wave and a superluminous ionizing front. In the present article we have demonstrated
production of two cycle pulses with a center frequency of up to 1.5 THz. The device combines
elements from the well-known ‘‘frozen-wave’’ generator and from the photoconducting switches
array. The underlying physics of this radiation mechanism is very similar to the dc-to-ac conversion
mechanism inside a gas-filled capacitor array which generates coherent microwave radiation.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!00506-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the growing fields of research is the spectrosc
in the THz region of the electromagnetic spectrum. T
property of THz radiation, localized between infrared a
microwaves, has a unique utility in characterizing electron
vibrational, and compositional properties of solids,1–3 liq-
uids, gases,4 flames,5 and flows. Two main physical mecha
nisms have been advanced as the source of coherent
radiation: photoconduction6 and optical rectification.7,8 Pho-
toconduction relies on high-speed photoconductors gene
ing transient current sources as radiating antennas.6,9,10 The
radiation is due to the large number of photocarriers crea
by the laser pulse and accelerated in a region of high ele
field. The bandwidth of this source is usually constant a
affected mainly by the internal properties of the source m
terial and the exciting laser pulse. Optical rectification rel
on a second-order nonlinear optical process induced by
presence of a dc electric field.

THz spectroscopy is usually conducted by time-resolv
detection of THz pulses. With this technique, two elect
magnetic pulses are sampled in the time domain, then u
Fourier analysis of both pulses the frequency-depend
transmission or reflection coefficient of the sample can
obtained. The time-resolved THz spectroscopy allows an
tremely broadband characterization in the relatively un
plored spectral range. The intrinsic coherency of this met
enables collection of a broad range of information from
sample and automatically suppresses any incoherent b
ground noise. It requires coherence of the sources and d

a!Electronic mail: danh@vms.huji.ac.il
2380034-6748/2000/71(6)/2380/6/$17.00
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tor, in the sense that all pulses must have the same phase
that the detection phase can be controlled.

Lack of powerful, coherent, and tunable radiatio
sources in this frequency range has not permitted its ex
sive utilization.

A number of novel approaches have been developed
cently to generate high-frequency microwaves. One
proach relies on up-shifting a microwave signal by reflect
it from an optically induced ionization front moving with
speed close but slower than the speed of light in a gas.11–14

The underlying physics is the Doppler shift of the sign
reflected by the overdense plasma front. This process ha
potential for generation of short high-power radiation puls
However, it requires a low-frequency source and results
incoherent radiation. Savage13 demonstrated experimentall
up-conversion of 35 GHz radiation to 116 GHz with le
than 1% efficiency. Technological difficulties in producin
fast laser pulses with sufficient power to generate a sh
reflecting ionization front limit both the efficiency and th
upper frequency of such devices.

A number of successful experiments were conducted
a variant of this approach,15–17which generates radiation di
rectly from a static electric field, thereby eliminating th
need for an initial high-power microwave source. The sta
electric field of a capacitor array filled with gas and charg
with alternating potentials directly converted into the emitt
radiation when an ionization front crosses a capacitor, c
ates a burst of current and its associated half-cycle burs
radiation. The pulses radiated from each capacitor add
coherently, producing a wave train in a particular directi
and frequency. The frequency and direction depend on
speed of the front, the distance, and the plasma density
erated by the laser pulse. The energy of the radiated wav
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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provided by the electrostatic energy stored in the array. T
scheme, named the dc-to-ac radiation converter~DARC!, can
be viewed as up-shifting radiation from zero frequency t
tunable value by the reflection from a subluminous ioni
tion front. The zero-frequency-wave structure resembles
well-known ‘‘frozen-wave’’ generator. For coherent micro
wave measurement, the DARC approach is very adva
geous in terms of high power and coherence. The sou
energy comes directly from the static electric field, which
limited only by breakdown limit of the gas filling the capac
tors. The spectral width of the radiation depends on the n
ber N of capacitors and its phase can be adjusted to
value.

Experiments of the DARC concept demonstrated that
frequency can be continuously tuned between 6 and 93 G
and generate power up to 100 W per pulse. In attemptin
scale the DARC source to the THz range we are facin
number of serious difficulties.

~1! To maintain the required high voltage across the
pacitors. In the original experiment, a pulsed high-volta
field was applied with a maximum of a few kV/cm at a m
pressure. Moving to the THz requires pressures approac
1 Torr. Under these conditions, the maximum electric fi
that can be supported is limited to below 100 V/cm. Sin
the radiated power scales asE2, the device becomes totall
inefficient for frequencies above 100 GHz.

~2! The gas ionization potential is relatively high~6–10
eV!. Since the radiation frequency scales linearly with t
plasma frequency, stringent requirements are placed on
ionizing laser in terms of its wavelength and required ene
per pulse. These requirements reduce the device efficien

The miniature photoconducting capacitor array~MPCA!
device, whose preliminary demonstration was repor
recently,18,19 has been invented in order to avoid these di
culties, and thus extend the DARC operation to the T
regime. In the MPCA device, shown in Fig. 2, instead o
gas the capacitors are filled with photoconducting mater
ZnSe in our case. The ionization front is created by a swe
ing laser at an oblique angel to the device. As a result c
trary to the DARC device, the ionization front is superlum
nous. This constitutes the major physics difference betw
the DARC and the MPCA device. From the practical vie
point, several of the difficulties in extending the DARC o
eration to the THz range are solved since:~1! The breakdown
voltage for ZnSe, used in our experiment, and of GaAs
100 kV/cm, and even higher if a back-biased junction
used. The larger electric field that can be supported by
semiconductor improves the device efficiency by more th
four orders of magnitude.~2! The energy gap~ionization
energy! is between 1 and 3 eV, a factor between 2 and
lower than the gas. This relaxes significantly the laser
quirements and improves the device efficiency.~3! For the
superluminous front, tuning of the device can be acco
plished by simply changing the fluence of the ionizing las
This controls the carrier number density, generating the
diation frequency that scales as the plasma frequency.

The MPCA mechanism can be considered to be
frozen-wave generator working inside a semiconduc
plasma cloud. In such a device the laser pulse has two ro
icle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subje
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It generates the plasma region by side illumination and c
trols the discharge timing. Previously, we have demonstra
the generation of tunable far infrared-THz radiation insi
the MPCA made of a ZnSe semiconductor crystal. The c
version occurs inside the volume of the semiconductor cr
tal by interaction with the superluminous ionization fron
The emitted radiation is tunable, its bandwidth is contr
lable, and the device is compatible with the standard T
setup. In this article we will discuss the operation of t
MPCA as a source for THz radiation and its spectrum pr
erties. We also will consider possibilities for power u
scaling.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is well known that the electromagnetic radiation r
flected from a moving mirror, e.g., an overdense elect
beam, is both frequency up-shifted and pulse compresse
the double Doppler factor (11U/c)/1(2U/c), whereU is
the velocity of the mirror. Unfortunately it is difficult to cre
ate relativistic electron beams with sufficient density to
flect high-frequency microwaves. In view of this
Semenova20 and Lampe21 considered reflection of electro
magnetic radiation from relativistic ionization or recombin
tion fronts. They showed that a nonzero reflection coeffici
still exists and the radiation is still up-shifted and pulse co
pressed by the double Doppler factor. However, since c
trary to a moving mirror the ionization front has no kinet
energy, the number of photons is not conserved upon refl
tion and the energy in the reflected pulse is much less t
the incident energy. For the case of reflection by an ov
dense front, they found that the reflected power equals
incident power.

The principle of operation of the DARC device can b
understood by considering first the interaction of a sublu
nous ionization front moving with velocityU in the positive
z direction, with an alternately biased capacitor arrayE
5E0 sin(k0z)ey . Viewing the interaction in the front frame
and assumingU>c, the Lorentz transformed electric fiel
approximates an electromagnetic wave withv8'k08c, E08
'E08 , and Doppler-shifted frequencyv8'Gk08U, whereG
5(12U2/c2)1/2 and the primes refer to quantities in th
moving frame. In this frame the front is static, and the in
dent wave that moves in the negativez direction gives rise to
a reflected and transmitted wave all at the same freque
v8. The analysis becomes similar to the up-shift of the f
quency of electromagnetic waves mentioned above an
considered in Refs. 20 and 21. As noted in these referen
the transmitted wave must satisfy the plasma dispersion
lation k82c25v822ve

2, whereve
2 is the plasma frequency

which is invariant to the frame transformation. Transformi
back to the laboratory frame, we find the emitted frequen
as

v5G2k0U@12~U/c!~12ve
2/G2k0

2U2!1/2#. ~1!

As noted above, the basic physics difference between
DARC and the MPCA devices is the fact that in the latter t
ionization front is superluminous. It is clear that reflectio
cannot occur at such a front since a reflected pulse ca
catch up with the superluminous plasma front. What, in fa
happens is that instead of a reflected and a transmitted w
ct to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
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 This art
two propagating waves are generated in the plasma. S
U.c, the analysis must be performed in the laborato
frame.

There are three modes in the system. The first is
frozen wave, with zero frequency and wavelengthk0

5p/d, whered is the distance between the capacitors. T
other two are the rightward~1! and leftward~2! propagat-
ing waves in the semiconductor plasma. They must sat
the usual dispersion relation

k1,2c/v5@1,2#Ae$12~ve
2/v1,2

2 !@v1,2/~v1,22 ig!#%1/2,
~2!

wheree is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor,ve

the plasma frequency, and theg phenomenological dephas
ing rate. The continuity conditions require that the waves
in phase at the front. The phase of the frozen wave is sim
k0z and the phase of the radiation wave iskz1vt. The
position of the front at timet is z5Ut, whereU5c/sinu
andu is the incidence angle of the laser on the semicond
tor. Equating these gives the phase continuity condition

6k0c/sinu5v1,21k1,2c/sinu. ~3!

Neglecting the leftward wave, since it never catches up w
the front, and dropping the subscript from the frequency a
wave number of the forward wave, we find from Eqs.~2! and
~3! the relationship between the emitted frequencyv and the
other parameters as

~k0cb2v!22v2eb21ve
2eb2

v

v2 ig
50, ~4!

where b51/sin(u), k05p/d, where d is the distance be
tween the capacitors;u is the incidence angle of the laser;e
is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor;ve the plasma
frequency; andg the phenomenological dephasing rate. It
easy to see that in the absence of plasma, i.e.,ve⇒0 ~or v
@ve!, Eq. ~4! reduces to the frozen generator one. Howev
for k0cb!v, Eq. ~4! becomesv(v2 ig)5ve

2eb2/(eb2

21). It is clear that forve@g andeb2@1, conditions easily
fulfilled in our experiment,v can be written as

v5ve5~ne2/em* !1/2. ~5!

Namely, in this regime of operation of the MPCA the rad
tion frequency is only a function of the semiconductor carr
density, which in its turn is only a function of the energy
the ionization laser pulse. We should emphasize that
above analysis depends critically on the validity of the d
persion relation given by Eq.~2!. This requires that the ab
sorption depthd of the laser by the semiconductor exce
c/ve(d@c/ve). Otherwise, the plasma will not support co
lective volume plasma modes. In the MPCA device~patent
pending!, this is accomplished by relaying on two-photo
absorption. In this case,d51(aI ), whereI is the laser in-
tensity anda the two-photon absorption coefficient. Th
plasma densityn found by balancing the production rate wi
the recombination rate will be given by

n5aW2/hnS2t. ~6!

icle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subje
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In Eq. ~6! W is the laser energy per pulse,n andt the laser
frequency and pulse length, andS the illuminated area of the
crystal. Combining Eqs.~5! and ~6! we find that

v}W/S. ~7!

Equation~7! is an essential feature of the MPCA and sta
that the central frequency of the emitted radiation can
tuned by changing the incident laser fluence.

The second essential feature of the MPCA is the ba
width control. This is accomplished by controlling the num
berN of active capacitors in the MPCA array. With an arra
of N capacitors the output pulse isN/2 cycles long. For a
laser pulse lengtht5Np/v, the expected bandwidth scale
as

Dv/v52/N. ~8!

Controlling the number of active capacitors controls t
bandwidth of the radiation.

Let us consider the scaling properties of the presen
concept with respect to power and bandwidth. During
sweep time the electrostatic energy stored in the photoc
ductor is transformed into electromagnetic radiation. The
ergy stored in a photoconductor of lengthl, areaScomposed
of capacitors occupying a fractionf of the volume with a dc
field E0 is given byE:

E51/2 f ee0E0
2~sl!. ~9!

The discharge timet5 l /Vg , whereVg is the group velocity
of the radiation. Approximating 1/2f e by unity, we find that
the maximum power densityP will be given by

P'105~Vg /c!E0 /@10 kV/cm#W/cm2. ~10!

This power scaling shows clearly the potential for produc
high-power radiation.

III. EXPERIMENT

An experiment was conducted to verify the theoretic
results discussed above. The experimental configuratio
shown in Fig. 1. It has three components. The pho
conductor-based, electrically biased, radiating structure

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
ct to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
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Ti:sapphire 100 fs laser; and a miniature optically gated
pole antenna deposited on a silicon on sapphire~SOS! sub-
strate, used as the radiation detector. The ZnSe crystal
chosen so that its energy gap~2.4 eV! is larger than the
energy of the single photon of the laser. As a result,
carrier generation involves two photons and the absorp
depth is intensity dependent. This allows for deeper pene
tion of the radiation so thatd@c/ve . The crystal was placed
between the two thin glass plates, as shown in Fig. 2, wi
multiple-electrode structure made by deposition of an Al l
on the plates. The capacitor plates were 3 mm by 10 m
separated by a distance of 3 mm. Thus, the initial static-w
wavelength spectrum was centered at 9 mm. The total n
ber of active capacitors was 4, so the array contained o
two static waves. The total length of the active array was
mm. This structure size allowed easy construction of the
vice without the need for microscopic lithography. Muc
smaller devices containing a few tens of capacitors were
duced using lithographic techniques and will be presen
elsewhere.

The capacitor plates were extended over the crystal,
direction perpendicular to the radiation propagation dir
tion, to keep the electric field inside each capacitor as u
form as possible. Two more capacitors were mounted in
array but without any photoconducting material inside th
~see Fig. 2!. The reason for that structure was to keep
electric field as close to zero as possible at the ends of
active array. The four capacitors were alternately biased w
a voltage of 50 V to form a frozen-wave configuration. T
THz radiation was generated by sweeping of a 100 fs la
pulse at an oblique angle of incidence on the crystal. T
energy of the Ti:sapphire laser operated at a 0.8m wave-
length was limited to 1 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. T
wave form of the radiated electric field was measured us
the standard pump and probe technique. The laser beam
split into two beams. The main beam carrying more th
95% of the energy served as the pump beam and the se
beam served as the probe beam. The main beam was foc
by a cylindrical lens on the side of the crystal to form t
propagating ionizing front. The crystal was placed at a 2
angle to the pump laser beam front. The amplitude of
radiated electric field was monitored by a gated planner
pole antenna.22 The initial optical path of both beams wa
adjusted so that both beams will reach the detector at
same time. The dipole antenna was constructed on a he
ion-implanted silicon layer of a SOS wafer. The implantati
was performed using a 1015cm22 dose of 100 keV O1 ions
and resulted in a subpicosecond temporal response23 due to

FIG. 2. Geometry of the MPCA.
icle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subje
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reduction of the recombination time. The antenna detec
was gated at different delay times by varying the opti
delay between the pump and probe laser pulses. The ant
was driven by the radiation from the capacitor array. T
amplitude of the induced, time-dependent voltage across
gap was determined by measuring the average current
duced in the antenna circuit. This current flows through
detector only when the gap is irradiated and shorted by
delayed 100 fs laser probe beam. An SRS250 boxcar i
grator was used to collect the short current pulses. The
rent was averaged over many pulses until additional ave
ing did not change the moving average value by more t
3%. The maximum number of averaged pulses was 10 0
limited only by the integrator. This results in an averaging
100–10 000 pulses for a delay stop. A full scan contain
about 120 delay points~the number of points and the sam
pling resolution were predetermined by the expected em
sion frequency and the corresponding Nyquist frequenc!.
As a result, a full scan lasted from 30 to 180 min. The pro
of the radiation electric field was determined by monitori
the averaged current versus the time delay between the p
laser beam and the probe laser beam. The repetition rate
limited by the laser system only. Working in a 10 Hz repe
tion rate made the measurement extremely sensitive to
environment conditions and long-term laser stability.

FIG. 3. Measured signal for laser energy of~a! 0.1 mJ,~b! 0.3 mJ, and~c!
0.65 mJ.
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IV. RESULTS

A measured temporal scan of the emitted radiation e
tric field for N54 is shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. Each scan
represents the measured signal intensity versus the dela
tween the pump and the probe laser pulse for a certain l
power level. The delay stop was controlled mechanically
the movement of the microstage. The scan length and
size were adjusted so the full wave form could be recove
The power spectrum profile of the corresponding signals
shown in Fig. 4. The collective nature of the interaction a
the analogy with the frozen-wave generator becomes ap
ent by a careful examination of Fig. 3. It can be seen that
first half-cycle peak of the emitted wave form is much n
rower and sharper then the following peak. A possible exp
nation of this effect can be that in the time-domain scan e
half cycle can be considered as the footprint of one of
capacitors, where the first one to be measured in free spa
the last one to be generated. The radiation created by the
capacitor is attenuated less by the transition trough the
dium. The following half cycles of radiation were originall

FIG. 4. Power spectrum of the signal at different laser energies.

FIG. 5. Power spectrum of the signal at different laser energies.
icle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subje
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generated deeper inside the plasma and affected more b
plasma presence. Figure 5 shows the power spectrum o
signal at different laser energies. It is clear that the relat
bandwidth is almost constant. The reason for this is the fi
number of capacitors. As expected on the basis of Eq.~8!,
Dv/v550% is almost independent of the laser energy. F
ure 6 shows the center frequency of the emitted radia
versus the computed plasma density for input laser energ
the range between 0.1 and 1 mJ. The open cycles are
experimental points, the solid line is the predicted cen
frequency according to Eq.~5!, and the dashed line is th
corresponding plasma frequency. It shows that in the ene
range of our experiment, the emitted radiation is near
plasma frequency and the frequency of the radiation sc
linearly with the energy in the laser pulse. As was discus
above, the carrier density generated, or equivalently,
plasma frequency, is proportional to the pulse energy.

Before closing, we should comment on the role of t
phenomenological dephasing factorg introduced in Eq.~1!.
As noted at that point, it is caused by either carrier collisio
or electron–phonon interactions. We, furthermore, assum
that ve@g. An estimate ofg can be found from Fig. 3. We
see that the amplitude of the second oscillation in all th
cases is approximately 1/2 of the original, indicating th
g/ve'1/6. It is interesting that the dephasing constant sca
with density asAn and is proportional to the laser fluenc
These dephasing rates are consistent with electron–pho
interaction which produced the well-known Dawson
Oberman anomalous absorption near the plasma freque
On the practical side, we should remark that this concept
be used also at the lower range of frequencies in conjunc
with other up-shifting schemes. The use of photoconduc
provides several advantages over gas media. The h
breakdown threshold allows significant energy storage
large radiated power. The small energy-band gap reduces
required ionization energy. Finally, the short recombinat
time allows a high-repetition rate. The concept is fully sc
able and has the potential for providing powerful, tunab
coherent sources in a frequency range valuable for m
spectroscopic applications.
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